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It's been another couple of years since the module has been updated. There are a few tweaks
in here that now set the minimum version to XOOPS 2.5.7.

Functionally, this should be ready for a production implementation. There are some more
administrative pieces I've got in my to-do list before I give it the big 1.0.

Direct downloads are here.

Also, this project can be found on GitHub here.

From the changelog:

====[ 0.96 -- 2015-06-16 ]====

Code Changes
* Modified directory structure to really fit in GitHub. (Mamba)
* IPInfoDB v2 APIs are depreciated and have been removed as options. Update scripts will
change this accordingly.
* Help section utilizes new help structure for 2.5.7+
* Update script uses language localization in admin.php,
* Update script now produces verbose notes for updates to v0.96.

Fixes
* Removed redundant file check in update script.

Notes
* Dev environment is now XOOPS 2.5.7.1

====[ 0.95 -- Not Released ]====

Fixes
* Fixed a couple rendering issues which would see an error condition.
* Sub-branch adjusting to quirks in XOOPS 2.6.0 Alpha 2.

http://xoops.underwood-hq.org/modules/wfdownloads/visit.php?cid=1&lid=6
https://github.com/iunderwood/uhq_geolocate
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